
 
From:
Sent: 15 August 2022 03:26 
To: Licensing <licensing@coventry.gov.uk> 
Subject: Review of the Rialto Plaza 85 Moseley Avenue 
 
 

Re- Review of The Rialto Plaza 85 Moseley Avenue Coventry CV6 1HR section 51 of the licensing 
Act 2003.  
  
Dear Sir/Madam 
Please take into consideration when reviewing the license the following points as the events are 
becoming more frequent and more intrusive with the noise that comes from the above address 
within my property and outside. 
Several times the noise team have attended my property and witnessed the noise throughout my 
property in particular a bedroom which is unusable when the music events are on. I have to keep my 
windows closed even when its hotter weather, even then the noise is still audible throughout the 
interior of  my property and as for outside the garden cannot be used as you can clearly hear the 
noise coming from the venue. 
After years it is becoming impossible and unbearable to live a normal life as  should be able in my 
own home. The stress of the situation has got so bad it is having a massive impact on already existing 
health issues. 
Taxis right outside the house early hours revving engines slamming doors people coming out of the 
venue shouting fighting staff leaving the venue it is intolerable, there is rubbish strewn all down the 
street and in my garden after events empty bottles beer cans broken glass etc. 
I have been compliant and tolerant in allowing the sound engineer to attend my property until a few 
months ago as I had been receiving conflicting reports from the sound engineer and other staff as to 
what they were doing in regard to stop the noise making me think some how its my fault. After the 
noise team visits it will go a bit quieter for a while then it will just start up again as loud as before, 
some nights it will go up and down you think its stopped then it starts again and never knowing 
when. 
On most event nights my son now takes me to his home as it is taking a massive toll on my physical 
and mental health, my other children take me away for holiday breaks that is nice but I feel it is 
against my human right to have to leave my home because of noise. I also know of others who talk 
to me and say they are also affected but they do not want to get involved. 
Please consider not to allow any more music events or anything like it in future as this is a residential 
area and as said he would not like his own mother to have to put up with it and 
yet still only tells me  what it would cost them to put in further measures. 
  
Kind Regards 
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